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Discover the Keys to Excellence in Education

Needs-Based Communication Training
Imagine our Schools as Safe and Caring Communities . . .

"Needs-Based Communication offers a unique message and gives teachers easy
steps for peaceful communication and a new way to work with children and parents."
~Barbara Moffitt, Executive Director, National Center for Montessori Educators

Wanted: Teachers and Educators to Prepare Tomorrow’s Leaders Today
Never before has a child’s emotional development
been more important to their educational success.
Educators everywhere are hungry for effective
communication skills and conflict resolution techniques that can nurture their students’ emotional
development. Tools that can strengthen classroom community, reduce conflict, and improve
student relationships are in high demand.
Needs-Based Communication is the Answer.
Needs-Based Communication helps maximize
student potential and performance by first fostering safety in communication. Emotional stability
within students allow for inspired life long learning. With these communication skills and conflict
resolution techniques participants will learn to
build an exceptional classroom community. Participants learn how to peacefully find satisfying
resolutions that they never thought were possible.
Student education will improve and the process of
learning will be engaging and fun again.

Here’s a look inside the Training



Increase teacher/student learning relationship



Get to the heart of classroom conflicts quickly
while reducing discipline problems



Improve classroom safety & trust



Reduce teacher stress and increase enjoyment of your work



Improve student teamwork, and cooperation



Strengthen classroom and teacher-parent
relationships



Strengthen students’ interest, retention and
connection to their work

Giving our young people, our future leaders, the skills necessary to create organizations,
businesses, governments, and a world where everyone’s needs matter and can be met.

Call

For more info call William at:

Today!

(310) 433-8380
Or visit us on the web at:
http://www.williamstierle.com

William has been working with educators for over 25 years. He is a specialist
in techniques that reduce conflict and connect people through Needs-Based
Communication, also know as Nonviolent Communications developed by Dr.
Marshall Rosenberg PhD. As an accomplished consultant and presenter, he
uses his expertise and interpersonal skills to help teachers, students and
parents alike achieve communication excellence.

